for Governments
National Alert Solution
Field-proven, real-time alerts to
millions, in seconds. (Even if the
network is down.)
SMART for Governments delivering real-time alerts to millions
of people in seconds. The system is designed for major natural
disasters such as earthquakes, tsunamis, storms as well as for
military conflicts or man-made accidents. The main purpose
is to inform people of a pending life threatening danger,
provide information about evacuation and lifesaving activities.
evigilo’s national alert solution is the only solution that has
been successfully deployed and tested in real conditions
(conflict, earthquake, tsunami & volcanic eruption to name
a few), performing flawlessly.

Technology Unrivaled
evigilo's platform is geo-targeted, bi-directional, group-specific
and multi-channel (covering every imaginable medium except
telepathy). The system connects to virtually all sensors in
the country and to all distribution channels – sirens, pagers,
smartphone apps, sms / text, social media, internet, email,
automatic dialers, announcement systems and even billboards.
Cell Broadcast technology allows for message delivery even
if the network is down. The system receives a signal from

a sensor (e.g., seismographs, cameras, detectors or human
reports), processes it according to a predefined policy and
disseminates messages to the relevant people (whether it
is 10 people or 10 million).

Cell Broadcast
evigilo's national alert solution uses the Cell Broadcast
infrastructure. Cell Broadcast technology is an integral
part of the mobile network. It uses the mobile network to
transmit push notifications into mobile phones – as long
as they are in range (much like radio – actually, it is radio).
It means that everyone in range will be notified even if the
mobile network was down.

Saving lives in Chile
Chilean president Michelle Bachelet: "the messages
went out in time."
In February 2010, Chile suffered an 8.8 earthquake. The
tsunami that followed claimed the lives of 560 people, unaware
of the imminent threat. Four years later, an 8.3 earthquake hit
the Chilean shore, again. The death toll of the tsunami was 5.
The difference was evigilo's national alert system deployed
in 2012. The first thing that the president of Chile said in
a press conference after the tsunami was: "the messages
went out in time" and there is no doubt that evigilo's solution
saved lives that day.

How it works

To know. To act. In time.

